The SUN AND SHADE, MULTIUSE Impatiens!

PanAmerican Seed®
GET THE GROWER’S CHOICE IN INTERSPECIFIC IMPATIENS!

Seed-propagated Solarscape® F1 Interspecific Impatiens offers the ease of seed inputs and is a great fit for royalty-free, opening-price-point, non-branded programs.

GREAT SUN AND SHADE PERFORMANCE IN BEDS, BASKETS AND LANDSCAPES!

Solarscape provides unbeatable color and performance in sunny AND shaded spaces! It’s perfect for garden beds and containers, and shines like a star in full sun landscapes!
ALL THE CORE COLORS ARE HERE

Solarscape’s vibrant blooms have tropical appeal, with a salary measure in popular, glowing hues.

**NEW White Pearl** replaces White Shimmer, offering lighter plant uniformity and a cleaner, white, non-blushing color with a small eye.

**Magenta Bliss** features a uniform, semi-magenta/ violet-pink color on a firm plant with green foliage. Orange Burst produces coral orange flowers with some shading to a light salmon-orange. 

**XL Lilac Spark** features large blue flowers with a splash of white in the center for a unique, eye-catching bicolor pattern.

**NEW White Pearl** provides a vivid pink color and large flower size with a larger plant habit. Solarscape XL additives enhance behavior. The blaze on XL Salmon Glow start out bright shadeless color and mature to lighter salmon-coral shades.

**NEW XL Pink Jewel** produces coral-orange flowers with violet-purple color on uniform plants with green foliage. Hannalore, Purple Bliss, Salmon Glow, Silver Shimmer and Starlight: Paclobutrazol 5-10 ppm spray.

**NEW XL Lilac Spark** features large lilac flowers with a splash of white in the center for a unique, eye-catching bicolor pattern.

**NEW XL Lilac Spark** features large lilac flowers with a splash of white in the center for a unique, eye-catching bicolor pattern.

**NEW XL Lilac Spark** features large lilac flowers with a splash of white in the center for a unique, eye-catching bicolor pattern.
Get the grower's choice in Interspecific Impatiens from seed!

Grow Solarscape in sunny and shady gardens, baskets and landscapes.